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It marks an abrupt end to a sense of normalcy that had settled over Moscow. On Thursday, Russia reported 1,159 deaths in the previous 24 hours. The Kremlin blames Russians' reluctance to vaccinate.
With record-high deaths, Moscow and other parts of Russia enter a partial lockdown
Moscow metro lines will open by the end of 2024. Andrey Bochkarev, Deputy Moscow Mayor in the Moscow Government for Urban Development Policy and Construction, spoke about this.
35 metro stations to be built in Moscow by the end of 2024
A failed NATO experiment to improve East-West relations came to an end last week with Moscow

During the remaining ...

s announcement that it was withdrawing its liaison office with NATO in Brussels and expelling NATO ...

Editorial: End of a doomed era for NATO marks hopeful start of a new one
15 (UPI) --The Russian government indicated support for a formal declaration ending the Korean War during talks in Moscow ... government views a formal end to the war as a "trust-building measure." ...
Russia supports formal end of Korean War, South Korean diplomat says
Shopping centers, non-food stores, gyms, hairdressers and other service organizations will close in Moscow in a week. They will not work until November 7 inclusive. Restaurants and cafes will only be ...
The authorities of Moscow and the Moscow region will introduce a lockdown for a week and a half due to the worsening situation with coronavirus
Moscow will close tire and car services for the time of lockdown. Car services and tire shops will suspend work in Moscow from October 28 to November 7 ‒ during the non-working ...
Closing tire shops, checking the traffic police in Lokduan and more. Autonews of the day :: Autonews
The Moscow City Council wants to spend $750,000 of the American Rescue Act Plan to assist local small businesses and nonprofits.
Moscow wants to spend federal money on businesses, nonprofits
Rather than bolster the security of Americans, expanding NATO increases the risk of the United States being drawn into a war with Russia.
NATO's flirtation with adding 2 more members runs the risk of starting a war the US can't afford to fight
and the support of U.S. interventions to that end. Both the lack of realism in assessing the Russian threat and the instrumental use of actual instances of Moscow

s meddling have contributed to a ...

The Sorry State of Czech-Russian Relations
First, anonymous U.S. officials have repeatedly leaked reports hyping up China's nuclear hypersonic missile capabilities to the Financial Times and other outlets. Then there has been a considerable ...
The U.S. vicious cycle of hostility must end
Home; Tennis News; Tennis Interviews; Russian tennis star Aslan Karatsev has acknowledged that he is still holding hope that he could qualify for the Nitto ATP Finals. Karatsev st ...
Aslan Karatsev: I will fight to end to earn spot at Nitto ATP Finals
MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia's largest bourse ... SPB is hoping to raise $150 million in an IPO on its own bourse before the end of this year ahead of a larger U.S. listing in the first half of ...
Moscow Exchange sues owner of rival SPB for not sharing market data
in Moscow by year-end, three financial market sources said on Thursday. If the listing goes ahead Mercury Retail Group would join an array of other Russian names queuing for share offerings this year ...
Russia's Mercury Retail Group aims to raise over $1 bln in Moscow IPO by year-end - sources
He was detained by Russian authorities at a Moscow airport Tuesday, according to Russian state media. Mr. Burkov was extradited to the U.S. in late 2019 from Israel on hacking-related charges ...
US deports high-profile hacker to Russia before end of prison sentence
President Joe Biden continues to rule under the shadow of a hammer and sickle as his nominee for the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency declined to turn over her Moscow State University thesis ...
Biden pick for Comptroller of the Currency refuses to fork over Moscow St. University thesis on Marxism
Of course no one likes the restrictions." In Moscow, a web of new lockdown measures brought an abrupt end to a sense of normalcy that had settled over the capital in the past few months.
With record-high deaths, Moscow and other parts of Russia...
REUTERS/Maxim Shemetov/File Photo MOSCOW (Reuters ... to raise $150 million in an IPO on its own bourse before the end of this year ahead of a larger U.S. listing in the first half of 2022 ...
Moscow Exchange sues owner of rival SPB for not sharing market data
MOSCOW, Oct 8 (Reuters ... SPB is hoping to raise $150 million in an IPO on its own bourse before the end of this year ahead of a larger U.S. listing in the first half of 2022, two people ...
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